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Abstract

Physics of Complex Systems

Vegetation Front Dynamics

by Luis Martin

Nowadays marine ecosystems are being threatened due to climate change, water
pollution, coastal tourism and many other issues caused by human activities. Sea-
grasses are one of the most injured specie, with losses surpassing 30% during the
last 50 years. In this thesis we study the dynamics governing the growth and evolu-
tion of one of these species, the Posidonia oceanica, which is the most predominant in
the Mediterranean sea. Side-scan images show evidences of the typical clonal plant
behaviour in which the vegetation develops spatial patterns in order to achieve an
optimal distribution of the resources. Using a simple model we study these struc-
tures by numerical simulations in one and two dimensions. During the thesis we fo-
cus on the different front dynamics in order to understand how the different spatial
distribution domains encompassing the meadow behave when they are confronted.
Knowledge on front dynamics and under which conditions the different patterns
appear provide the required tools to predict the growth and evolution of seagrass
meadows.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Vegetation plays a crucial role in the functionality and endurance of ecosystems.
It is the main primary producer of organic matter, and it often defines the spatial
structure of ecosystems [1]. Plants are able to convert inorganic carbon into organic
carbon through photosynthesis, using the sun’s energy. In this process they convert
carbon dioxide back into oxygen. Through this reaction they limit greenhouse gases
emissions, such as CO2. In fact they are essential in climate change mitigation [2].

Under favorable conditions, vegetation landscapes spread all over the available
ground, but under resource limitation they can spontaneously develop spatial inho-
mogeneities to make the most of light, water and nutrient resources. Spatial organi-
zation reveals the presence of stressing factors and consequently could suggest the
proximity of critical thresholds leading to irreversible losses [3]. This kind of dynam-
ics has been observed in vegetation landscapes ranging from arid ecosystems and
savannahs to forest and wetlands [4][5]. The spatial distribution of vegetation also
changes completely the distribution of the main energy source of the ecosystem and
defines the life of many other organisms, which are adapted to the different configu-
rations that the vegetation can reach. Knowledge on the formation of such patterns
would be a powerful tool to understand the growth and evolution of vegetation,
which is hardly predictable due to its non-linear and complex spatial dynamics.

Seagrass communities are highly productive and dynamic ecosystems distributed
along the shorelines of all continents. They are very important for the geomorphol-
ogy and ecology of coastal ecosystems by processes such as stabilizing sediments,
recycling nutrients and forming the base of the oceanic detrital food webs. Also,
they rank among the most intense carbon sinks in the biosphere [6]. Seagrasses are
clonal plants, which means that new plants are born from a part of another plant
without any seed or spore. Currently they are facing many threats induced by hu-
mans, causing rapid losses in the vegetation. In the past 50 years, about 25% to 50%
of the area covered by vegetated coastal habitats has been lost, and this process is
accelerating globally [7].

Posidonia oceanica is the predominant seagrass in the Mediterranean sea. His un-
derwater meadows distributed along the Mediterraniean shoreline are the grownd-
ings of several ecosystems, supporting great biodiversity and offering coastal pro-
tection. Furhermore, they are sites of intense CO2 sequestration. Posidonia ocean-
ica growth and colonization is very slow, and they are highly vulnerable to distur-
bances. Unfortunately, during the past 50 years this ecosystem has experienced a
fast decay mainly due to anthrophogenic factors in the coastal zones (coastal and
cruise tourism, water pollution...) and the increment of seawater temperatures be-
cause of climate change, also induced by human impact (increase in the greenhouse
gases due to fossil fuels, animal based alimentation industry, ...) [8][9]. As a clonal
plant which propagates through rhizome growth at a very slow horizontal speed,
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his losses are irreversible over human time scales. Measures must be taken to pro-
tect these ecosystems and prevent the catastrophic consequences that would derive
from their loss.

Although self-organized vegetation has been well documented in terrestrial ecosys-
tems [4][5], in marine environments it has attracted much less attention. However,
satellite images and side-scan cartography suggest that self-organized submarine
vegetation patterns of P. oceanica meadows have remained hidden under the sea
(Fig. 1.1). Attempting their effective conservation, numerical models that try to
reproduce the dynamical features of clonal plants growth have been created. In this
thesis a simplified version of the the ABD model [10] is analyzed using numerical
simulations. The objective is to extract information on the conditions under which
patterns appear and how they evolve for having an insight on how the P. oceanica
meadows grow. This knowledge will help to identify which meadows are in serious
danger and will provide some clues on which are the actions that need to be taken
to preserve this specie.

Once the model is introduced, we will study analytically the stability of steady
homogeneous solutions for the marine grassland density against mortality, using
linear instability analysis. This will allow us to find the Turing point, where the ho-
mogeneous solution leads to the pattern formation. Then the bifurcation diagram
will be reproduced using numerical methods. Thus, the stability regions of the main
patterns will be found: negative hexagons, stripes and positive hexagons. Finally,
the behaviour of fronts between coexisting solutions is studied. Various steady sta-
ble solutions can be found for each mortality and the main objective is to find out
how the dynamics of fronts between two different spatial distributions will evolve
when these solutions are confronted.

With all this knowledge, and helped by side-scan images of the coastal seabed, is
possible to identify in which range of mortalities the different regions of the mead-
ows are by looking at the spatial inhomogeneities. It is also possible to predict how
these regions will evolve taking into account the front dynamics. Overall, some in-
sights on the behaviour and evolution of the seagrass landscapes, which is highly
non-linear and barely predictable, can be drawn from the dynamics of our model.

FIGURE 1.1: Side-scan image of a seagrass meadow in Pollença bay
(Mallorca Island, Western Mediterranean) showing different patterns

in meadows of P. oceanica and C. nodosa [10].
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Chapter 2

The Model

During the past years modeling the growth of clonal plants, such as P. oceanica, has
been the objective of various scientific studies, ranging from simple random walk
processes to non-linear dynamic models trying to explain the rules governing their
complex spatial occupation [11][12]. These models implement the basic characteris-
tic features of clonal plants. As rhizomatous plants, the rhizome, which is the main
stem of the plant, grows horizontally in the underground floor spreading through
the seabed at a constant velocity, creating new shoots growing upwards separated a
characteristic distance. New branches are also generated from this rhizome growing
in other directions given by a characteristic angle (Fig. 2.1). The generation of new
apexs (name given to the initial part of a rhizome branch) happens with a certain rate
ωb defined as the branching rate. Also each shoot has a lifetime which is influenced
by the external conditions, which translates into a mortality rate ωd.

FIGURE 2.1: Sketch of the clonal plants population structure. The
rhizome spreads horizontaly in all directions under the seabed and

the shoots grow verticaly from it.

The Advection Branching Death (ABD) model [10] provides a coarse grained
approximation describing the evolution of the spatial density of the apices na(~r, φ, t)
and the density of the shoots ns(~r, t), but it demands a high computational cost from
the numerical perspective. A minimum of 9 2-dimensional fields must be considered
for an appropriate modelization. Applying different approximations a simplification
of the model for the P. oceanica can be derived [13]. It involves just a single non-linear
dynamic equation for the total density of the field n(~r, t), defined as the total density
of apices (integration of the apices density over all the angles φ) plus the density of
the shoots:
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∂tn(~r, t) = −ωn + an2 − bn3 + δ||∇n||2 + α(∇2n)n + β(∇4n)n + ε∇2n (2.1)

From left to right the first term on in this equation accounts for the growth, ruled
by the mortality ω which is defined as the difference between the mortality of the
shoots and the branching rate. This new mortality ω will be the control parameter
around which our study will be performed. The second defines the behaviour of the
homogeneous solutions and its bifurcation type. Maintaining a positive provides
the desired subcritical behaviour, which corresponds to local facilitative interaction
[14]. The third one corresponds to the carrying capacity of the ecosystem. There is
a maximum density that the system can handle which is determined by the external
factors. This is achieved with a negative cubic term, being b positive. The fourth
and last term are the result of introducing an ansatz for the functional form of the
density of apices. They account for the rhizome local ramification and growth, and
both δ and ε must be positive. The remaining two terms represent the long spatial
interactions, the competition for the resources, being α and β both negative.

This model describes the growth and evolution of a meadow for different exter-
nal conditions. When mortality is much more larger than branching no sea grass
is allowed, only bare soil. On the other hand, when the branching is predominant,
homogeneous fields cover the underwater soil. As the mortality increases, the den-
sity decays continuously until a subcritical transition to the unpopulated state. The
model also presents a Turing instability, thus illustrating how these homogeneous
meadows can become unstable, developing spatial modulations like holes arranged
in an hexagonal pattern (negative hexagons), stripes and spots arranged in an hexag-
onal pattern (positive hexagons). The combination of these patterns reproduce the
kind of inhomogeneous meadows observed on the seabed under stressing condi-
tions.

From this model some knowledge can be derived about the long time growth of
the sea vegetation. Knowing which grasslands are threatened and which ones are
safe from disappearing will let us to act accordingly on our main objective, protect
this seriously in danger species from its complete extinction.

2.1 Parameters and Rescaled Equation

Ecologic processes usually are ruled by non measurable mechanisms such as coop-
eration between species or competition for the resources. Finding some of the the
model parameters reproducing these systems can’t be done empirically by going to
nature and measure them. The most common practice is after some qualitative anal-
ysis get these parameters by trial and error, fine-tuning the model until it reproduces
the reality more accurately. Previous research has been done in this direction [10],
which give us a good set of parameters to start our numerical analysis: a = 4.4,
b = 10, α = −400, β = −16000, ε = 0.8166 and δ = 2.3101.
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The first step is rescaling the dynamic equation (Eq. 2.1) to reduce the number
of parameters we are dealing with and make them all of the same order to improve
the computational accuracy of our simulations. Using the density and the space we
can normalize two of them. The carrying capacity is set to one by scaling the density
with µ. Then β is normalized using ξ. The values of the scaling factors are obtained
substituting in the equation, and imposing the new coefficients b′ and β′ be equal to
one:

n(~r, t) = µn′(~r, t) with µ =
1√
b

(2.2)

~r = ξ~r′ with ξ = 4

√
1

µβ
(2.3)

The final form of the scaled equation throwing off the ticks of the redefined den-
sity and space is given by the following expression:

∂tn(~r, t) = −ωn + a′n2 − b′n3 + δ′||∇n||2 + α′(∇2n)n + β′(∇4n)n + ε′∇2n (2.4)

where almost all the coefficients are scaled except the control variable, the mor-
tality. The scaled parameters are:

a′ = aµ (2.5)

b′ = 1 (2.6)

δ′ = δµξ2 (2.7)

α′ = αµξ2 (2.8)

β′ = −1 (2.9)

ε′ = εξ2 (2.10)

To simplify the notation we will remove the remaining ticks to reach a nicer ex-
pression and recover the form of the original (Eq. 2.1):

∂tn(~r, t) = −ωn + an2 − n3 + δ||∇n||2 + α(∇2n)n− (∇4n)n + ε∇2n (2.11)

The values of the non-normalized parameters are calculated from the original
ones through the previous scale relations: a = 1.3914, α = −1.7783, ε = 0.01148
and δ = 0.01027. Starting in the Chapter 3, these parameters will be taken constant
coefficients and the control parameter in the study of our dynamical system will be
the mortality.
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2.2 Homogeneous Steady State

In this section we will study our model by looking for its homogeneous steady states
using an arbitrary set of parameters but consistent with the description of the model,
being ω the control parameter. First one must solve the dynamic equation (Eq. 2.1)
with the spatial and time derivatives equal to zero. The solutions come from the
roots of the polynomial p(x) = n(bn2 − an + ω). There are three different solutions:

nA = 0 (2.12)

nB± =
a±
√

a2 − 4bω

2b
(2.13)

The first one corresponds to the unpopulated state, complete bare soil, while
the branches emerging from the saddle-node bifurcation at ω = a2

4b correspond to
the steady populated state, an homogeneous seagrass meadow of constant density.
The stability of these solutions can be analyzed using linear perturbation analysis.
Spatial inhomogeneities appear when the spatially uniform state becomes unstable
against the growth of small perturbations at a given wavenumber. A perturbation
np(~r, t) is added to the homogeneous solution, n(~r, t) = nH + np(~r, t), and its evo-
lution is studied. In our case nH can take the values nA or nB±. This gives informa-
tion about the dynamics of the perturbation. The well known result under periodic
boundary conditions is:

np(~r, t) = ∑
~q

C~qeσ~qtei~q~r (2.14)

The spatial dependence is periodic with wavevectors ~q, which evolve exponen-
tially in time following the growth rate σ~q. The general expression can be obtained
as the superposition of all the modes [15]. In our system, as we will see, the be-
haviour around the homogeneous steady states will only depend on the modulus of
the modes. Thus, to simplify the notation: |~q| = q.

From the trivial solution nA = 0 the following equation for the perturbation is
derived:

∂tnp = (−ω + ε∇2)np(~r, t) (2.15)

By going to the Fourier space one gets an equation for the growth rate of the
modes, σq. The homogeneous solution will be stable if the perturbation dissipates
over time. With this purpose all the perturbation modes must decrease. The growth
rate is given by:

σq = −(ω + εq2) (2.16)

This function is a downward parabola (ε > 0) with qc = 0 as critical mode
(first mode becoming unstable, ∂qσq(qc) = 0). As long as the critical mode growth
rate stays negative the trivial solution will be stable. To satisfy this condition the
mortality must be larger than zero. Hence, bare soil will be an stable solution as
long as the mortality of the shoots exceeds the branching rate (Fig. 2.2).
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FIGURE 2.2: Growth rate of the perturbation modes in the x-direction
for the bare soil solution nA. The modes decrease as long as the mor-
tality increase. This solution undergoes a transition from unstable to

stable at ω = 0, when the critical mode qc1 = 0 become stable.

Following the same steps we get the perturbation dynamic equation (Eq. 2.17)
and the corresponding expression for the modes growth rate in the Fourier space
(Eq. 2.18) for the populated solutions (nB±):

∂tnp = [−ω + 2anB − 3bn2
B + (αnB + ε)∇2 + βnB∇4]np(~r, t) (2.17)

σq = −ω + 2anB − 3bn2
B − (αnB + ε)q2 + βnBq4 (2.18)

This time the growth rate presents two different extrema:

qc1 = 0 (2.19)

qc2 =

√
αnB + ε

2βnB
(2.20)

Since qc2 only exists for nB± > − ε
α , with α negative, the growth rate function will

change its behaviour for a characteristic value of the mortality, ω∗, satisfying this
condition. Locate this mortality is essential to understand the stability. This will be
easier studing the different branches of the solution separately:

nB+ =
a +
√

a2 − 4bω

2b
(2.21)

nB− =
a−
√

a2 − 4bω

2b
(2.22)

These two solutions account for the value of the density that homogeneous pop-
ulated meadow will take for a given mortality. Negative values of that density do
not have any physical meaning. Hence, in the analysis of these solutions first we
should find the range of mortalities where they are defined.
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The case of nB− is the most simple. This solution is defined for ω ∈ (0, a2

4b ).
After some calculus one can deduce that the growth rate of the mode qc1 is positive
under the condition ω < a2

4b . Since nB− only exists inside this range it is always
unstable. However, qc1 is not the most unstable mode on the whole range. Applying
the condition of existence of qc2 we get the following expression for the mortality:

ω∗− = − ε

α
(a + b

ε

α
) (2.23)

This characteristic value indicates a change in the behaviour of the growth rate
function, from a downward parabola with critical mode qc1 to a symmetric negative
fourth degree function with qc2 as critical modes. Anyway, the low homogeneous
density branch solution is always unstable (Fig. 2.3).

FIGURE 2.3: Growth rate of the perturbation modes in the x-direction
for the low populated branch solution nB−. The growth rate is always
positive for the mode qc1 = 0, meaning that this solution is always
unstable. It also undergoes a transition from a negative parabola to a
quadratic to fourth degree shape at the characteristic value ω∗, chang-

ing the position of the critical mode from qc1 to qc2.

The homogeneous populated solution nB+ is defined for ω < a2

4b . The character-
istic value ω∗ who defines the existence of the modes qc2 is given by the expression:

ω∗+ =
a2

4b
+

( 2bε
α + a)2

4b
(2.24)

This ω∗+ is always larger than a2

4b (b is positive), so it’s always out of the regime
of existence. Hence, there will be no change in the form of the growth rate function
this time. Inside the range of the homogeneous solution nB+ the growth rate function
will be always a symmetric negative fourth degree function with qc2 as the critical
mode. Imposing the instability condition, σq(qc2) > 0, and after some algebraic
calculus it is deduced an implicit inequality for the mortality:

16bβω− abε2

ω
+
[
b
(ε2

ω
− α2

b

)
− 4aβ

]√
a2 − 4bω < 4a2β + aα2 + 4bαε (2.25)
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After a qualitative study this inequality can be solved using numerical methods,
such as Newton’s method, in order to obtain the critical value ω = Wc. If the mor-
tality is larger than Wc the branch nB+ will be unstable. The associated critical mode
is given by the expression Qc = qc2(ω = Wc):

Qc =

√
1

2β

[
α +

ε

2Wc
(a−

√
a2 − 4bWc)

]
(2.26)

Once the mortality surpass the critical value Wc the critical modes start growing,
generating patterns of spatial frequency Qc. The homogeneous populated meadow
becomes unstable and starts developing spatial modulations (Fig. 2.4).

FIGURE 2.4: Growth rate of the perturbation modes in the x-direction
for the high populated branch solution nB+. The branch becomes
unstable when the mortality exceeds the critical value Wc. The asso-
ciated critical mode Qc is the first with a positive growth rate once
this value is surpassed, thus stimulating the appearance of spatial in-

homogeneities.

The main results from this analysis are summarized in the bifurcation diagram
(Fig. 2.5). Here we see how the growth of the meadow is not allowed when the
death rate of the shoots is larger than the birth rate of new apices, meaning that the
unpopulated solution will be stable only for positive mortalities. At the transition
value ω = 0 the bifurcation diagram undergoes a subcritical transcritical bifurcation
and the unpopulated and populated solutions intersect. The populated solutions
are only defined for positive densities and disappear in a subcritical saddle-node at
ω = a2/4b, but only the upper branch has a region of stability. Under favorable con-
ditions of higher branching rate the seagrass will grow successfully. However, there
is a bistable regime where both the bare soil and the homogeneous density coexist,
going from ω ∈ (0, Wc). An homogeneous meadow can still survive under mod-
erate stressing external conditions until these surpass the critical value Wc. At this
point the meadow can start presenting spatial inhomogeneities to achieve a better
distribution of the resources. The spatial frequency of the reached patterns is de-
fined by the critical wavenumber Qc, which is the first and fastest mode that starts
growing, modulating the homogeneous spatial solution. This point is known as a
Turing instability.
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FIGURE 2.5: Bifurcation diagram of the density (n) against the mor-
tality rate (ω). Transcritical bifurcation at ω = 0 and saddle-node
bifurcation at ω = a2

4b . There is a bistable region ω ∈ (0, Wc) where
the populated and unpopulated solution coexist. The populated solu-
tion becomes unstable at Wc, the Turing point, giving birth to pattern

formation.
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Chapter 3

Pattern Solutions

A numerical analysis is necessary for a further study of the model without getting
into more complex and advanced analytic tools of pattern formation. In this section
we perform a numerical study in order to find the main stable patterns of the system
and their stability regions, using pseudospectral integration methods (Appendix A).

With the parameters set (Chapter 2.1) we can start the numerical analysis to find
the stable pattern solutions, but first we are going through a middle step in order
to check our integration method. From the stability analysis we know that once the
mortality surpass the critical value Wc, the homogeneous density steady state be-
comes unstable and the critical modes Qc starts growing. As a proof we check the
critical mortality Wc. The accuracy of this value will depend on the discretization of
the Fourier space and if Qc is well defined on that discretization. Additionally, the
already known solutions of the bifurcation diagram will be reproduced numerically.

Solving the inequality (2.25) using a Newton method we get the critical mortal-
ity Wc = 0.3314. Hence, from the expression (2.26) the associated Qc = 0.9401 is
obtained. Now is possible to choose a Fourier space dicretization with this mode
perfectly defined. Working in an hexagonal lattice will be the best option, both the
critical modes of an hexagonal pattern and the critical modes of a striped pattern
are well defined, at least, for one chose orientation (Fig. 3.1). Accordingly, the dis-
cretization in the Fourier space needed to reproduce one single fundamental cell of
the pattern in the real space are given by the following expressions:

δqx =
Qc

2
(3.1)

δqy =

√
3Qc

2
(3.2)

The discretization in the real space is directly given by the relations:

δqx =
2π

Nxδx
, δqy =

2π

Nyδy
(3.3)

For example, in a 128x128 lattice, δx = 0.1044 and δy = 0.0603. Increasing the
number of grid points (Nx, Nx) one obtain larger meadows. Also increasing the spa-
tial discretization (δx, δy) with any multiple of the previous ones. This last resourse
would translate into larger meadows but with less accuracy in the real space. On the
other hand, in the Fourier space a higher resolution would be reach, but the range
of defined modes would decrease. Playing with these parameters can be a tool to
reduce aliasing errors.
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FIGURE 3.1: Fourier space discretization in an hexagonal lattice. It
defines perfectly the mode Qc in a vertical stripped pattern orienta-

tion.

With the spatial discretization set we must find the minimum time discretization
required to obtain a good performance. This performance can be improved with a
corrective parameter γ (Appendix A). We found that the optimal value is γ = −1.00.

The method to reproduce the bifurcation diagram is just to track the stable steady
states increasing slowly the mortality, using the previous final state as an initial con-
dition and adding a random noise component on top of it. The range of mortalities
studied in this work is ω ∈ [−1, 2]. In order to stimulate the transition to the main
patterns, we can also add an small amplitude modulation with the shape of the pat-
tern we want to reach. An stripe modulation (Eq. 3.4) or an hexagonal modulation
(Eq. 3.5) with wavenumber Qc. Any possible 2D-rotation of such patterns still being
allowed, but we will focus on the ones that are well defined on our discretization.

A(~r) = cos(Qcx) (3.4)

A(~r) = cos(Qcx) + cos
(Qcx

2
+

√
3Qcy
2

)
+ cos

(Qcx
2
−
√

3Qcy
2

)
(3.5)

As a result, the bifurcation diagram of the homogeneous steady states can be
reproduced numerically (Fig. 3.3). Since the growth rate of the modes evolve expo-
nentially in time, close to the transition, the integration time of our simulations will
define the stability of the solutions. Maybe integrating over 102δt units if time shows
a final state where Wc + δω is stable, but the same integration over 103δt units of time
shows that it’s unstable. The precision on the numerical result on the transition re-
gions will be mostly given by the integration time. This analysis has considered
stable a solution that remains constant over 103 units of time. Following this crite-
ria the critical value found is somewhere between Wc ∈ (0.331, 0.332), which agrees
with the theoretical value. Once this value is surpassed the field is modulated by the
critical modes, giving as a result inhomogeneous final states. These solutions can be
a combination of the main patterns or even the main patterns, if the initial condition
has been modulated with the appropriate pattern shape. In the Fourier space the
contribution of the different modes is clear. The highest contribution accounts for
q ' Qc (Fig 3.2).
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FIGURE 3.2: Different final states obtained with our model, once the
modulation instability is surpassed. Spatial inhomogeneities with the
major contribution in the Fourier space given by the mode q = Qc.
Simulations run in a 256x256 lattice with δx = 0.4177 and δy = 0.4823

FIGURE 3.3: Bifurcation diagram of the homogeneous steady states.
The results obtained by means of numerical simulations (red dotted
line) agrees with the theoretical results, with the populated branch

becoming unstable at ω = Wc, which is well approximated.
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3.1 Pattern Analysis

The model presents a Turing instability at ω = Wc. New steady states are born
from the homogeneous meadow steady solution at this point. These are the main
pattern solutions. From pattern formation theory one can know which kind of pat-
terns will develop this kind of equation [16]. The most representative patterns are:
negative hexagons, spots of bare soil arranged in a regular hexagonal lattice inside
a populated meadow; positive hexagons, spots of vegetation arranged in a regular
hexagonal lattice; and rolls, striped vegetation patterns. There can also appear other
steady states like squares (usually unstable), negative and positive solitons (a single
spot or single hole on an homogeneous solution), etc. But these solutions are not
going to appear in our study at the moment. Every possible pattern solution will
be stable just for a finite range of mortalities. In this section the objective is to find
under which conditions the patterns are stable, or in other words, which is the range
of mortalities where these patterns exist. To do so, a numerical simulation study will
be performed.

In order to start tracking numerically the regions of stability one must find first
a point belonging to the stable branches. Then, the process to reproduce the bifur-
cation diagram will be the same as the previously followed with the homogeneous
solutions. The stable branch is tracked by small mortality increments. There are two
different procedures to reach the first point of these branches. The first one focus on
an smart initial condition to reach the desired state. The critical mode can be used to
construct a particular initial condition and force the dynamics of the system to stay
on a particular pattern, in the event that it is stable. This first option can be used to
find any point of the branch. Notice that the most unstable mode depends on the
mortality, being Qc when ω = Wc. When the mortality increases the fastest growing
mode changes and the excited mode is no longer just one. There is an spectrum of
excited frequencies (Fig. 2.4). Although, this change is small inside our range and
Qc still being a good approximation. Besides, Qc would be an allowed wavenum-
ber since it would be inside the spectrum of excited frequencies. Hence, the spatial
frequency of the patterns can be defined by Qc. The second option is useful to find
some stable points when one has no clues about the stability range. Stimulate a jump
in the extremes of the branch with an small amplitude modulation added to the sta-
ble solution in order to force a transition into the shape of the desired pattern. To
sum up, integrating an specific initial condition in an specific range of mortalities
could generate a final state belonging to the stable pattern branches. We will use
these final state to track these branches and know their stability regions.

The negative hexagon modulation can be obtained inverting an hexagonal lat-
tice (Eq. 3.5). Used smartly in the correct ω it can develop an steady state hexago-
nal solution (Fig. 3.4). Also, the homogeneous solution evolves naturally into this
state once it becomes unstable. Remember that every possible rotation of the pat-
tern would still be an stable solution, but for better accuracy the one defined by our
discretization will be used. Looking at the Fourier transform is useful to verify our
solution (critical modes) and check the accuracy of our integration method (numer-
ical error). Once the first point is obtained and the complete branch reproduced,
the edges can be simulated more accurately. In the negative hexagons case, in the
low range and for increasing mortalities, the pattern becomes stable somewhere be-
tween ω ∈ (−0.082,−0.081), and in the upper range becomes unstable somewhere
between ω ∈ (0.386, 0.387).
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FIGURE 3.4: Stable negative hexagonal patterns for ω = 0.300. Left:
Unite cell reproduced in a 256x256 lattice with δx = 0.05221 and
δy = 0.03014. Center: Pattern reproduced in a 128x128 lattice with
δx = 0.4177 and δy = 0.4823. Right: Fourier transform of the central

pattern.

From these simulations one can obtain some insight of other patterns. Increasing
slowly the mortality the negative hexagons become unstable and the dynamics jump
into the rolls. It is its natural behaviour, but also it can be stimulated adding an small
stripe modulation. On the other side of the branch, it develops an homogeneous
meadow once the pattern becomes unstable. Hence, around ω = 0.386 the striped
pattern must be stable. The starting point to reproduce this branch can be obtained
as the final state of this jump or with an smart initial condition (Eq. 3.4). After ad-
justing this curve we get that the stripes start being stable for ω ∈ (−0.123,−0.122)
and that they vanish for ω ∈ (0.612, 0.613).

FIGURE 3.5: Stable stripe patterns for ω = 0.400. Left: Unite cell
reproduced in a 256x256 lattice with δx = 0.02611 and δy = 0.03014.
Center: Pattern reproduced in a 128x128 lattice with δx = 0.4177 and

δy = 0.2412. Right: Fourier transform of the central pattern.

The positive hexagons can appear spontaneously during the vanishing of the
stripes, when the roll branch becomes unstable for large mortalities. So the positive
hexagonal pattern will be stable at ω = 0.613. This helps when looking for an start-
ing point to track the remaining branch. Again, this point can be the final state of
the transition stripes to hexagons, or any other achieved from the modulated initial
condition with an hexagon lattice (Eq. 3.5)(Fig. 3.6). Finally, the positive hexagons
appear somewhere between ω ∈ (0.233, 0.234) and disappear somewhere between
ω ∈ (0.629, 0.630). When the positive hexagons become unstable at low mortalities,
they return to the striped pattern.
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FIGURE 3.6: Stable positive hexagonal patterns for ω = 0.500. Left:
Unite cell reproduced in a 256x256 lattice with δx = 0.05221 and
δy = 0.03014. Center: Pattern reproduced in a 128x128 lattice with
δx = 0.4177 and δy = 0.4823. Right: Fourier transform of the central

pattern.

All this information is shown in the final bifurcation diagram (Fig. 3.7). Here
the stability regions of each pattern are represented. The density of the patterns is
defined by the maximum value of the meadow, so the lines are just the peaks of the
patterns. The interesting thing of this result is the coexistence of stable steady states.
One can find different solutions for a single value of the mortality (Fig. 3.8). At
the Turing point, for example, all the previously analyzed solutions are stable. This
knowledge will be crucial to progress on our project. In the next chapter the dynam-
ics when two different solutions coexist in the same meadow will be studied. The
barrier separating these steady solutions is called front, and the dynamics of these
fronts will be reproduced using numerical simulations. We want to understand how
a real meadow, which is composed by different patterns, will evolve. Hence, under-
stand the dynamics of these fronts is essential. In this chapter we have developed
the tools and the knowledge needed to progress on that direction.

FIGURE 3.7: Homogeneous and main stable pattern steady states bi-
furcation diagram of the Eq. (2.11), reproduced numerically using

pseudospectral methods.
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FIGURE 3.8: Projection of the bifurcation diagram of Eq. (2.11) repro-
duced with a pseudospectral integration method. The homogeneous
and main pattern steady states are represented. It can be observed the
polistability regions where the fronts between different spatial distri-

butions may exist.
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Chapter 4

Front dynamics

Real seagrass fields are not composed by just one state, they have multiple domains
with different spatial structures. These domains have the chance to spread through
the meadow fighting with the other stable states making the field grow and evolve
in time. The invasion occurs through the propagation of an interface called front
which, to a good approximation, has a constant profile and propagates at a constant
speed. More generally, a front is a boundary between two regions of different states
of the system. Mathematically, it is a solution connecting two simpler states that hold
far away from the front, and so is analogous to a heteroclinic orbit connecting two
fixed points in dynamical systems theory [15]. As we have already seen, our model
can also present multiple stable states for a single mortality value. This chapter will
focus on how two coexisting stable solutions behave by looking the dynamics of the
fronts. We will impose confronted steady states as initial condition and study the
behaviour of such fronts by numeric simulations. First some insights about what the
Maxwell point and the pinning zones are will be provided, followed by a complete
numerical analysis of the 1-dimensional simplified model. Finally a more qualitative
analysis of the complete 2-dimensional model is performed.

4.1 Maxwell Point and Pinning Zones

It’s known that two steady states can coexist without invading one another. The
front between them can remain stable without propagating in any direction for a
given value of the control parameter. For an homogeneous pair of solutions this
point is called the Maxwell point, and it will always exist. But this theory is differ-
ent when patterns came into play. When two different patterns or a pattern and an
homogeneous state coexist, a range of values in which both solutions remain stable
without spreading one over the other exists. The Maxwell point becomes a range of
control parameter values instead of just a single value. It is inside this range where
one can find localized structures [17]. This band is called the pinning zone.

The general theory illustrates these dynamics only in one dimension but some
studies have been done with 2-dimensional systems [18]. Although there is no the-
ory ensuring the existence of pinning zones or even the existence of all the possible
fronts that we could find in our dynamic system, we will derive some insight of
the phase space first looking at the one dimension simplification and the complete
2-dimensional system dynamics later.
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Our model presents two different steady homogeneous solutions, the complete
bare soil (trivial solution) and the homogeneous meadow, both of them defined in
the one dimensional system. These solutions coexist in the range ω ∈ (−∞, ωSN),
being ω = ωSN where the saddle node is born. Inside this range one can find fronts
between these two solutions so in terms of the general theory it must exist a Maxwell
point, ωMP. At the left of the Maxwell point mortality the populated meadow will
invade the bare soil solution, whereas at the right side, for larger moralities, the un-
populated solution will spread over the meadow. This point can be found using
the idea of potential energy in order to see which state is more energetically stable
[19]. The front will move towards the more energetically expensive, meaning that
if both states are energetically equal the front will remain stopped. We are working
with a non-variational system, which means that it can’t be defined by a Lyapunov
potential, but putting away the spatial dependence one can achieve a good approx-
imation for the homogeneous case. In a first order dynamical system this potential
can be derived from the expression:

δn
δt

= −δV(n)
δn

(4.1)

Recovering the notation for the homogeneous solutions, where nA (Eq. 2.12)
accounts for the bare soil and nB+ (Eq. 2.21) for the populated meadow, we want to
impose the condition of energetic equivalence V(nA)− V(nB+) = 0. The potential
increment can be written as follows:

∆V(ω) = −
∫ nB+

nA

ṅ(t)δn =
∫ nB+

nA

(−ωn + an2 − bn3)δn (4.2)
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(4.3)

Substituting nB+ into the equation one gets a final expression for the potential
increment:

∆V(ω) =
−ω2

4b
+

a2ω

4b2 +
aω
√

a2 − 4bω

6b2 − a4

24b3 −
a3
√

a2 − 4bω

24b3 (4.4)

One can solve the equation ∆V(ω) = 0 numerically using a Newton method.
For our current set of parameters the Maxwell point obtained is ωMP = 0.4302. This
value is a good first approximation of the Maxwell point in our complete dynamic
system. Notice that ωMP > Wc, so in the range of bistability between these pair
of solutions one will never find a region were both states remain steady without
invading the other. In fact, the populated meadow will always spread among the
unpopulated seabed, occupying all the available space.

As we will see in the next sections, these dynamics are much more complex. We
will see how the populated homogeneous state always spreads along the seabed, but
also that this front is not stable in all the bistable domain. The generation of patterns
play and important role modulating the dynamics of the system.
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4.2 One Dimensional Dynamics

In the simplified 1-dimensional model all the 2-dimensional spatial modulations are
eliminated. The dynamics are reduced into the homogeneous states and the striped
pattern, and the number of possible instabilities is diminished. The fronts one can
find in this simplification are those joining an homogeneous populated meadow
with bare soil, a striped pattern with bare soil and a striped pattern with an homo-
geneous populated meadow. Here we want to understand how these fronts behave
according to the mortality. To do so, simulations in a 1024x2 lattice with δx = 0.2088
and δy = 0.1206 have been performed (the y-dimension has been kept with two
grid points just for coding convenience, but it is small enough to be considered as
1-dimensional simulations). The initial conditions have been computed for each
mortality in a 64x2 grid using the same discretization and attached repeatedly to
achieve the desired lattice size. In order to get an smooth transition between the
different spatial distributions and stimulate the front creation, flattened Gaussian
profiles have been used:

A(x) = e−(
x
m )n

(4.5)

The position of the front is given by m and the strength of the Gaussian envelope
decay is given by n. We have mostly used m = 2 and n = 10. The initial conditions
is such that one state remains centered and there are two fronts in both sides con-
necting the central state with the second state. In this sense the domain picked to
construct our envelope goes from x ∈ [−10, 10] with 1024 points (domain picked ac-
cording m and n). For the fronts of the homogeneous meadow and the stripped pat-
tern against the bare soil state, the initial condition is just obtained modulating the
corresponding 1024 homogeneous field or stripped pattern lattice (computed previ-
ously using the desired ω) with the Gaussian envelope. This provides a centered
state that falls softly into the bare soil solution. Otherwise, in the case of the stripped
pattern against the homogeneous state front, to the 1024 modulated stripped field is
added a 1024 homogeneous lattice modulated with an inverse envelope, generating
a soft transition between both states (Fig. 4.1).

FIGURE 4.1: Field initial conditions for the study of the front dynam-
ics at ω = 0.20, achieved modulating the stable states with a flattened
Gaussian. Left: Front between an homogeneous meadow and bare
soil. Center: Front between a striped meadow and bare soil. Right:

Front between a striped meadow and an homogeneous meadow.
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4.2.1 Homogeneous Populated - Unpopulated Front

The two homogeneous stable states share a region of stability for ω ∈ (0, Wc). There
one could find the front between these two solutions. From previous analysis we
know that this front should move always invading the unpopulated state, since the
Maxwell point is located for mortalities larger than the Turing instability point, in the
unstable region of the populated branch. However, if one starts looking at the dy-
namics of the front will see that this is not totally true. For low mortalities inside this
range, the front invades the unpopulated state at a constant speed, but somewhere
between ω ∈ (0.26, 0.27), the front becomes unstable. From this point ahead the
front generates stripes that invade the homogeneous plateau and the unpopulated
state (ω ∈ (0.27, 0.30)) or develops a localized pattern structure (ω ∈ (0.31, 0.33)). In
order to prove that it is not an initial condition effect, some simulations have been
performed using a larger homogeneous plateau, m = 4 (Fig. 4.2). For values of
the mortality larger than ω = 0.26 we will never find fronts between homogeneous
meadows and bare soil.

FIGURE 4.2: Dynamics of the front between the homogeneous pop-
ulated state and unpopulated state. Top: For ω ≤ 0.26 the homo-
geneous plateau invades the unpopulated state at a constant speed.
Middle: For ω ≥ 0.27 the front becomes unstable generating rolls.
Bottom: Once the front destabilizes for ω = 0.27, the rolls invade

both the populated and unpopulated states with time.
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While moving, the front leaves some oscillations in the populated meadow. All
this kind of seagrasses will have a maximum in their intersection with the bare soil,
in the direction they are growing. These oscillations become more pronounced as the
mortality approaches the Turing instability, and it could be that at some value they
trigger the formation of stripes. The original front becomes unstable, developing
stripes and giving birth to two new fronts, stripes against an homogeneous meadow
and against unpopulated meadow. In the studied range the inner front always in-
vade the homogeneous plateau, although the outer front only invades the seabed
until somewhere between ω ∈ (0.30, 0.31), then it enters the pinning region, which
agrees with the results obtained in the study of each respective front as explained
later. The collision of fronts is not studied here, but nothing strange has been ob-
served inside this range in the central collision between the inner fronts invading
the populated field or the outer fronts invading the unpopulated field, which collide
due to the periodic boundary conditions. That is why the final condition of these
simulations ends up being a complete stripped pattern, as it can be observed in Fig.
4.2: Bottom.

Finally, the velocity of the front has been computed. To do so, a threshold has
been used to determine the position of the front at every instant of time. The speed
will be the slope of that function. This has been done for all the mortalities where
the front is stable in order to get a function of the speed against the mortality (Fig.
4.3). During the first iterations, the initial condition takes the shape of the front be-
fore achieving a constant speed. To compute it, this iterations have been removed.
Hence, as expected the velocity of the front is constant and decreases for larger mor-
talities.

FIGURE 4.3: Left: Position of the front between an homogeneous
meadow and bare soil as function of time for different values of ω.
The velocity is constant and is given by the slopes. Right: Velocity of
the front between an homogeneous meadow and bare soil against the

mortality.

Also, in the Fig. 4.3: Left, the position of the front never reaches the edge of
the domain Lx/2. The main reason is the collision of the fronts at the edges due to
the periodic boundary conditions. When they collide a localized stable structure is
created. This structure has been studied and is stable for ω ∈ (−0.02, 0.25) (Fig. 4.4).
The most interesting is that for ω = 0.26 this structure is also created due to the
collision, but it becomes unstable generating a front of rolls that expand all over the
homogeneous meadow until covering all the space. For smaller mortalities, where
the bare soil is already unstable, a complete homogeneous meadow covering all the
available space is formed. This localized structure will give us some insight about
the pinning zone of the stripes against homogeneous meadow front.
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FIGURE 4.4: Localized structure for ω = 0.15. It can be generated due
to the collision of two homogeneous against unpopulated fronts. It is

stable in the range ω ∈ (−0.02, 0.25).

4.2.2 Striped Pattern - Homogeneous Populated Front

The striped pattern and the homogeneous populated meadow coexist in the range
ω = (−0.122, Wc). Since we are dealing with the front between a pattern and an
homogeneous state one should expect finding a pinning region where the front does
not move. Also, for high mortalities, close to the Turing instability, the striped pat-
tern should invade the homogeneous state, whereas for smaller mortalities, before
the pinning region, the homogeneous field should propagate invading the stripes.
The simulations show that somewhere between ω ∈ (−0.07,−0.06) the pinning re-
gion starts and it ends somewhere between ω ∈ (0.25, 0.26) (Fig. 4.5). Inside this
region one can find that after an small transient where the initial condition adapts
to the front, the centered striped pattern remains stable without invading or being
invaded by its neighbouring state. This result agrees with the previous result about
localized structures. Furthermore, it explains why the localized roll becomes unsta-
ble when it is formed at ω = 0.26 (the general theory explains that the localized
structures can be found outside the pinning region, but just in an small range). The
unstable localized structure triggers the formation of rolls, and the front spreads
over the homogeneous plateau since at this value it is already out of the pinning
region.

FIGURE 4.5: Front between the striped pattern and the homogeneous
meadow for ω = 0.20. It is located inside the pinning region that goes

for ω ∈ (−0.06, 0.025). The state remains stable with time.

On the other hand, we also find that from ω = −0.122 until the start of the
pinning region the homogeneous meadow spreads over the pattern and once the
pinning region is over, the pattern invades the homogeneous meadow until ω = Wc
(Fig. 4.6).
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FIGURE 4.6: Dynamics of the front between the striped pattern and
the homogeneous populated state. Top: For ω = −0.10 (the same
dynamics for ω ∈ (−0.122, 0.07)) the homogeneous plateau invades
the striped state at a constant speed. Bottom: For ω = 0.30 (the same
dynamics for ω ∈ (0.26, Wc)) the striped pattern spreads over the

homogeneous state at a constant speed.

In this case the front moves stimulating the oscillations of the edges. These oscil-
lations do not travel along the space as it happened with the homogeneous meadow
against bare soil front. The small oscillations of the edges grow until create new rolls
in the event that the pattern spreads, or they flatten if the pattern retreats in front
of the homogeneous plateau. Since the position of the front is calculated using a
threshold, this kind of movement makes the front move by small jumps. In order to
compute the speed it’s necessary to perform a linear regression (Fig. 4.7). Velocities
of the stripped pattern retreating against the homogeneous state have been consid-
ered negative, and for a these cases m = 4 has been used to achieve more points for
the regression.

FIGURE 4.7: Left: Position of the front between an striped pattern
and a homogeneous meadow for different values of ω. The velocity
is constant and is given by the slopes. The characteristic jumps in
the graph are due to the measure procedure and the way the front
advances. Right: Velocity of the front against mortality. Negative
values account for the homogeneous meadow invading the pattern.
Inside the pinning region, ω ∈ (−0.06, 0.25), the front does not move.
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4.2.3 Striped Pattern - Homogeneous Unpopulated Front

The coexistence region between the unpopulated state and the striped meadow is
ω ∈ (0, 0.612). Inside this region one could find three different regimes for the front
separating this two different spatial distributions. For low mortalities the striped
pattern should invade the bare soil, whereas for high mortalities it should retreat.
In between there should be a pinning region where both distributions coexist with-
out invading each other. But what we find is different from what one could expect.
First of all, for the lowest mortalities ω ∈ (0.0, 0.20), the state invading the bare soil
is the homogeneous populated state, instead of the striped pattern (Fig. 4.8: Top).
The front becomes unstable and a new state appears in between the states we were
analyzing. Somehow the front gives birth to two new fronts: one front facing the
stripes against the homogeneous meadow, which in this domain remains stable and
at rest because it is inside his pinning region; and another front facing the homoge-
neous meadow against the bare soil, where the meadow invades the unpopulated
space, in agreement with the previous results. This instability could be stimulated
by how the front moves. When the stripes invade the unpopulated seabed the last
roll (the closest to the front) becomes wider until the peak falls and it turns into two
rolls (Fig. 4.8: Bottom). Following this process the pattern is able to spread all over
the space. For low mortalities, during the first splitting of a roll, the dynamics jump
into the homogeneous meadow. Somewhere between ω ∈ (0.20, 0.21) this instability
disappear and the stripes propagate through the bare soil until ω = 0.30 (Fig. 4.8:
Bottom).

FIGURE 4.8: Dynamics of the front between the striped pattern
against the unpopulated state. Top: For ω = 0.15 (the same dynam-
ics for ω ∈ (0.0, 0.20)) the front becomes unstable and an homoge-
neous plateau invades the bare soil state while it remains at rest in
front of the stripes. Bottom: For ω = 0.25 (the same dynamics for
ω ∈ (0.21, 0.30)) the striped pattern spreads over the bare soil at con-
stant speed. To move, the roll closest to the front becomes wider and

splits in two rolls.
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The pinning region begins somwhere between ω ∈ (0.30, 0.31), and it lasts until
the end of the coexistence domain, ω = 0.612. For larger mortalities the stripes
decay to the bare soil state, without the existence of any front (Fig. 4.9). To check
this behaviour we have used as an initial condition the final state of ω = 0.612,
since for larger omegas the stripes do not exist (here m = 4). One will never find
a front of an stripped domain retreating against bare soil, it will disappear without
any transition.

FIGURE 4.9: Dynamics of the front between the striped pattern
against the unpopulated state. Left: For ω = 0.612 (the same dy-
namics for ω ∈ (0.31, 0.612)) the front is inside the pinning region
and it does not move. Right: For ω = 0.6123 the stripes are no longer
stable, so the front does not exist and the pattern falls homogeneously

into the bare soil state.

Inside this pinning region one can observe more clearly a phenomena that hap-
pens when the pattern is not confined in a closed space. The whole pattern be-
comes wider or narrow, changing its wavenumber, during the first instants of time.
Although we have chosen Qc (the fastest growing mode for the Turing instability
mortality Wc) to generate the initial conditions, which will always be excited in our
domain but will not always be the fastest, the chosen wavenumber of the system
is given by the front. The heteroclinic conection between both spatial distributions
defines the spatial frequency of the pattern [17][20]. In this case it has been com-
puted the modes selected for each front at different mortalities (Fig. 4.10). Due to
the Fourier space discretization it can only take some specific values, but for thinner
grids we could reproduce the smooth curve defining this relation.

FIGURE 4.10: Pinning region of the front between the striped pat-
tern against the unpopulated state. Left: For ω = 0.40 (the same
dynamics for ω ∈ (0.31, 0.612)) the pattern becomes wider, chang-
ing its wavenumber. Right: Wavenumber selected by the heteroclinic

connection against the mortality for our specific discretization.
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Finally, the velocity of the front has been computed using thresholds as in the
previous cases (Fig. 4.11). The front moves at a constant speed but due to its charac-
teristic way of moving, the front position oscillates around the regression line.

FIGURE 4.11: Left: Position of the front between an striped pattern
and bare soil for different values of ω. The velocity is constant and
is given by the slopes. The characteristic oscillations in the graph are
due to the measure procedure and the way the front moves. Right:
Velocity of the front between an striped pattern and homogeneous

meadow against mortality.

4.2.4 One Dimensional Dynamics: Overview

The whole one dimensional dynamics has been summarized in the Fig. 4.12. The sta-
bility regions of the three different fronts and their main dynamics are represented
deppending on the mortality ω. The stripped meadow against the homogeneous
meadow front is the only one with the all possible dynamical regimes. It is stable
during the whole domain where the spatial distributions coexist, and it presents the
three different expected dynamics: at low mortalities the homogeneous meadow in-
vades the pattern; at high mortalities the pattern invades the homogeneous meadow;
and the pinning zone in between. The striped pattern against the bare soil presents
a secondary instability. For low mortalities, an homogeneous plateau propagates
over the seabed instead of the pattern. The front becomes unstable developing two
new fronts which behave according their own dynamics. At a given value the in-
stability disappear and the pattern propagates until the start of the pinning zone,
which remains until the end of the front existence domain. The populated against
unpopulated homogeneous meadows front present another secondary instability.
We saw analytically that the Maxwell point was passed the Turing instability, mean-
ing that the homogeneous meadow always spread against the bare soil. But the front
becomes unstable at some value before the Turing instability, developing two new
fronts of stripes, which according to their own dynamics, invade the whole meadow
or form a localized pattern structure.

In the two dimensions one should expect recovering the majority of these be-
haviours, but also a much more complex dynamics due to the existence of new pos-
sible spatial distributions and new fronts, as well as new secondary instabilities. In
the next section some of the results explained here will be assumed unless otherwise
stated.
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FIGURE 4.12: Schematic overview of the one dimensional dynamics.
The three different fronts are represented, showing their behaviour
for different mortalities. The velocities of the moving fronts are
shown in the inset. The two main instabilities are located at ω = 0.27,
for the populated against unpopulated homogeneous meadows front,

and for the striped meadow against seabed front, until ω = 0.20.
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4.3 Two Dimensional Dynamics

The 1-dimensional analysis has been performed in order to simplify the dynamics
of our model and it has provided some insight of its behaviour. It also provides
a very good starting point for the 2-dimensional analysis. In the two dimensional
system a broad spectrum of spatial distributions and secondary instabilities previ-
ously simplified are recovered. The positive and negative hexagons are added to
the main spatial distributions studied in one dimension: the homogeneous popu-
lated meadow, the bare soil and the striped meadow. A whole new set of different
possible fronts is added to our study. In this work we will just focus on the two
dimensional version of the fronts already studied in one dimension, and leave other
new fronts for further studies.

The chosen discretization for the striped-homogeneous front and stripes-bare
soil front is δx = 0.2088 and δy = 0.2411 in a 1024x128 lattice. The initial condi-
tions are computed as in one dimension. The main patterns are computed in a 64x64
grid with the same discretization and concatenated in order two achieve the desired
grid size. Then they are modulated with a flattened Gaussian in order to stimulate
the front generation (Fig. 4.13).

FIGURE 4.13: Field initial conditions for the study of the front dy-
namics at ω = 0.20, achieved modulating the stable states with a
flattened Gaussian. Top: Front between an striped meadow and bare
soil. Bottom: Front between a striped meadow and an homogeneous

meadow.

The dynamics of both fronts in the two dimensional system is exactly the same
that in one dimension. As expected, both present the same domains with the same
transition points. Meaning that there are no appreciable differences regarding the
main dynamics. The front between the striped pattern and the homogeneous meadow
starts with the homogeneous meadow prevailing regime, which lasts until the start
of the pinning zone at ω = −0.06. Then, at ω = 0.26, the striped pattern spreads
over the available space until the end of the coexistence domain. On the other hand,
the stripped against unpopulated seabed front starts being unstable until ω = 0.20.
During this range the homogeneous meadow propagates instead of the striped pat-
tern (Fig. 4.14). When the unstability disappear the pattern propagates over the bare
soil until ω = 0.30, where the pinning zone starts and stays through the remaining
parameter range.
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FIGURE 4.14: Dynamics of the front between the striped pattern
against the unpopulated state. For ω = 0.10 (the same dynamics
for ω ∈ (0.0, 0.20)) the front becomes unstable and an homogeneous
plateau invades the bare soil state while it remains still in front of the

stripes.

Only in the last front, the homogeneous against bare soil front, new dynamics
can be observed. To achieve higher resolution and smaller numerical errors in order
to confirm the new behaviour a thinner discretization has been used: δx = 0.1044
and δy = 0.1206 in a 2048x256 lattice. The front starts propagating among the bare
soil for low mortalities at a constant speed, as in the one dimensional case, but it
becomes unstable somewhere between ω ∈ (0.23, 0.24) due to a secondary insta-
bility nonexistent in the one dimension case. The front modulates to create negative
hexagons which behave in a different manner depending on the mortality (Fig. 4.15).
This instability appears faster at larger mortalities and remains until somewhere be-
tween ω ∈ (0.26, 0.27), where the front jumps to the stripes and behave as in the one
dimensional analysis.

FIGURE 4.15: Dynamics of the homogeneous against bare soil front
at ω = 0.26. Top: Initial conditions. Bottom: The front becomes
unstable developing negative hexagons. This instability appears for

ω ∈ (0.24, 0.26).

Inside this small range ω ∈ (0.24, 0.26) the instability propagates in two different
ways. At the low end of the range negative hexagons expand over the bare soil and
the homogeneous plateau by fingers, which end up being horizontal stripes with
an horizontal zig-zag modulation (Fig. 4.16: Top). At the center, where the inner
fronts collide a localized hexagonal structure is formed, whereas in the collision of
the outer fronts a vertical wavy localized structure is created. Then, somewhere
between ω ∈ (0.25, 0.26) this behaviour changes. For larger mortalities, after the
instability, the inner fronts propagate the homogeneous plateau developing negative
hexagons (Fig. 4.16: Bottom). At these mortalities the front between the negative
hexagons and the horizontal zig-zag stripes is in its pinning zone.
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FIGURE 4.16: Final states of the front dynamics between the homo-
geneous and bare soil states, after the negative hexagons instability.
Top: For ω = 0.25 the instability propagates through the homoge-
neous plateau and bare soil by zig-zag horizontal fingers. Bottom:
For ω = 0.26 the instability propagates through the bare soil by zig-
zag horizontal fingers and through the homogeneous plateau with

negative hexagons.

Finally, at ω = 0.27 one recovers the dynamics of the one dimensional analysis.
The front becomes unstable developing stripes, which propagate through the whole
system or form localized stripes in the bare soil (Fig. 4.17).

FIGURE 4.17: Dynamics of the front between the homogeneous
meadow against the unpopulated state. For ω = 0.27 (the same dy-
namics for ω ∈ (0.27, 0.33)) the front becomes unstable developing
stripes. These stripes can evolve invading the whole system or form-

ing localized structures.

Considering the main patterns analyzed in Chapter 3.1, there are more main
fronts to study: negative and positive hexagons against the homogeneous meadow
and the bare soil, as well as the three fronts between the three main patterns. During
this last section we have seen some examples of the negative hexagons behaviour,
but the remaining analysis will be left for further studies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Seagrasses have a crucial role on our community buffering the climate change, con-
tributing to coastal protection and providing great biodiversity to marine ecosys-
tems. Nowadays they are being threatened by so many factors like water pollution
and cruise tourism which are reducing exponentially their population. During this
study we have tried to understand the growth dynamics of one of this species, the P.
oceanica, by numerical simulations of an approximation of the ABD model. Empirical
evidences show that this kind of vegetation (clonal plants) grow developing spatial
patterns to achieve the best resource distribution under stressing conditions. We
have studied under which conditions these patterns appear and how a developed
meadow evolve taking into account the front dynamics of its spatial distributions.
The main objective was to develop an sketch of the main dynamics as function of
the mortality, defined as the difference between the mortality of the shoots minus
the birth rate of new apices. This will allow us to identify characteristic spatial dis-
tributions in side-scan images and have some insight about its evolution.

The first interesting result is the location of the Turing instability. This point sig-
nals the critical conditions under which an homogeneous populated meadow per-
forms a transition to pattern distributions. Also, the analysis of the homogeneous
solutions shows a bistable range domain in which both the populated and unpopu-
lated states are steady states, meaning that an homogeneous meadow can be stable
even for positive mortalities. Next the stable domains of the three main patterns
of the system have been found: the positive hexagons, the stripes and the negative
hexagons. From here we get the second important result of our study: the whole set
of coexistence regions of the main stable states. This will allow us to set the param-
eters and the proper initial conditions to analyze the front dynamics, which is the
most important contribution of this thesis.

The evolution of a meadow is defined by the evolution of its fronts, where two
different spatial distributions are confronted. The last part of this study focus on
which is the dynamics of the main fronts, the behaviour of the previously analyzed
states when they are confronted. The most important result is that the whole dynam-
ics of the one dimensional system has been defined. The one dimensional analysis
allows us to have some insights of the two dimensional system. It provides an initial
structure of the different domains as well as the different growth mechanisms. The
studied fronts are the result of the combination of the homogeneous meadow, the
striped meadow and the bare soil state, which are the essentially one dimensional
patterns. During our analysis we have found the stability regions of these fronts and
the main instabilities which make the front jump into other states. We have found
under which conditions a given state spreads over the other states. This knowledge
can be carried to the two dimensional analysis, where the main dynamics of these
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fronts is still the same. The striped meadow against homogeneous front presents
the three domains that one could expect. The homogeneous meadow invades the
pattern at low mortalities and retreats at high mortalities. The pinning zone, where
both states coexist, is located in between. The stripped meadow against bare soil
front presents an instability at low mortalities making the homogeneous state to ap-
pear and spread over the seabed. Also, the stripes will never retreat against the
bare soil state, they will vanish homogeneously once the pattern becomes unstable.
The only front presenting some different behaviours to the one dimensional analysis
is the homogeneous populated and unpopulated front. The homogeneous plateau
spreads over the seabed at the lowest mortalities until it becomes unstable jumping
into negative hexagons. This instability ends in a combination of negative hexagons
and wavy rolls. For larger mortalities it jumps into stripes instead, which can spread
over the system or develope localized structures.

This knowledge is a very useful tool to estimate the seagrasses evolution but
there still so much work to do. There is a new bunch of possible fronts and spatial
distributions in the two dimensional system, starting with those formed by struc-
tures analyzed here like positive and negative hexagons. It could be also useful to
test with new parameters and look for new behaviours, as well as test different ori-
entations and different initial conditions. On the other hand it will be interesting
to search for new ways to achieve seabed images since satellite or side-scan images
have low resolution or are too expensive to perform. Further studies on these direc-
tions could improve the knowledge on the field, helping on the seagrasses growth
prediction, and what is most important, protecting a damaged ecosystem from the
human impact.
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Appendix A

Integration Method

The dynamics of the field n(~r, t) is obtained numerically by integration in Fourier
space. The field is integrated using second order pseudospectral methods and con-
sidering periodic boundary conditions. The dynamic equation (Eq. 2.1) is split in its
linear and non-linear terms. In the Fourier space it would be:

∂tn~q(t) = −ψqn~q(t) + φ~q(t) (A.1)

where ψq = ω + εq2 with q = |~q|, and φ~q is the amplitude of the mode ~q of the
non-linear term. The non-linear amplitudes are computed in the real space in each
instant of time, using the inverse Fourier transform of n~q(t) and returning to the
Fourier space. This step involves the use of fast Fourier transform routines.

The time integration is performed by using a two-step method such that in each
iteration time is increased by 2δt. This method is well explained by R. Montagne et
al. [21]. At each iteration one obtains an expression for the field n~q(t + 2δt) from
n~q(t), and the time advances 2δt.

n~q(t + δt) = e−ψqδtn~q(t) +
1− e−ψqδt

ψq
φ~q(t) + O(δt2) (A.2)

n~q(t + 2δt) = e−2ψqδtnq(t) +
1− e−2ψqδt

ψq
φ~q(t + δt) + O(δt3) (A.3)

In the two-step integration first the non-linear term φ~q(t) is computed from the
field in Fourier space, n~q(t), by going to the real space and returning. Then n~q(t+ δt)
is obtained from the Eq. (A.2). With this first approximation, the first step is repeated
to compute φ~q(t + δt). Finally, using n~q(t) and φ~q(t + δt), one gets field n~q(t + 2δt)
from the Eq. (A.3) (Fig. A.1).

FIGURE A.1: Scheme of the two-step pseudospectral integration
method. In this method one splits the dynamic equation in its lin-
ear and non-linear terms, and computes the non-linear part by going

into the real space and returning using fast Fourier transforms.
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In this integration method, if the time step is not small enough, numerical errors
can appear when dealing with high order derivatives in the non-linear term. The
quadratic laplacian of our function leads to such errors. We have found a work
around where a new linear term is added in order to counteract such errors:

φ(~r, t)′ = φ(~r, t)− γ∇4n(~r, t) (A.4)

The opposite term is included in the linear part to obtain a null net effect.

ψq(t)′ = ψq(t)− γq4 (A.5)

The correction parameter γ is negative and must be as small as possible in order
to make the correction less intrusive. The equation remains invariant under these
transformations and the numerical method becomes much more efficient. Larger δt
are allowed and the risk of such numerical errors decrease.

The discretization of the field can also be a bit tricky, but one of the main ad-
vantages of this model in comparision with the original one, is that only one 2-
dimensional field is necessary to describe our system, the total density n(~r, t). The
discretization of the real field and the Fourier space field are correlated by the ex-
pressions:

δqx =
2π

Nxδx
, δqy =

2π

Nyδy
(A.6)

being Nxδx = Lx and Nyδy = Ly the size of the system on each direction, and
NX, Ny the corresponding number of grid points. It’s important to choose a δq such
that the critical modes generating the pattern are included in the Fourier space dis-
cretization, at least in the main directions x and y. Furthermore, the discretization
must be accurate enough to avoid aliasing issues. On the other hand, the fast Fourier
transform routines require a power of two number of grid points for a better perfor-
mance. Picking the appropriate integration parameters is crucial for a more efficient
and accurate simulations.
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